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APPROACH FOR

C

OUR AGENTS

ommercial transactions tend to be more
complex than traditional, residential
transactions and require a certain
level of attention. This month, we are
featuring an informative article covering the
commercial side of NATIC’s business to give
insight into what makes these deals possible.
We interviewed Andres San Jorge, Floridalicensed attorney and state agency manager at
NATIC, specializing in commercial transactions
in the Florida market, who provided an
interesting view on NATIC’s approach to
providing services to agents.
“We like to highlight that we are solutionoriented,” San Jorge said. “The beauty of
real estate transactions, whether they’re
residential or commercial, is that every party
that’s a part of the transaction wants the same
goal. We are creative in figuring out a path of
getting to that goal that protects us as the
underwriter, protects our clients and protects
our agents’ clients.”

Together, they provided three key things
agents can do to ensure a smooth commercial
transaction and reach the end goal with
satisfied customers and clients. Read about
their approach on Pages 4-5.
In our ongoing educational series covering
the American Land Title Association’s Best
Practices, we feature an instructional article
on escrow trust accounts. Kent Pelt, vice
president and regional underwriting counsel
at NATIC, and Dick Reass, chief executive
officer and founder of Reliant Title and
RynohLive, explain the procedures of Best
Practice No. 2 and offer tips on reaching
full compliance.

In addition, check out our Agent
Spotlight feature on a new title company
that achieved success in less than six months.
Read about the agent’s strategy and what it
was that helped her to reach her five-year
goals in such a short time. That story, as well
as information on the CFPB and interesting
milestones in the title industry
Because of this creative approach and strategic are included inside.
penetration in specific markets such as South
and Central Florida, California and Texas, San There is much to explore in this issue. We hope
Jorge said NATIC expects significant growth you find some useful tips to help you in your
this year in its commercial practice.
business.
We also interviewed Michael Waiwood, vice Sincerely,
president and senior underwriting counsel
for commercial services at NATIC, as well
as Valerie Jahn-Grandin, executive vice The
president and chief underwriting counsel. Education Team

NATIC

WWW.NATIC.COM
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here are three things title agents can do
when working on commercial transactions
to ensure a smooth process and an
end product that satisfies all parties.
According to Valerie Jahn-Grandin, executive
vice president and chief underwriting counsel
at NATIC, agents should make certain their
underwriting team is knowledgeable on
the commercial side of real estate.
“Here at NATIC, our underwriting attorneys have
extensive experience in closing and insuring every
type of commercial real estate transaction from
construction to development to sophisticated
financing arrangements,” Jahn-Grandin said.
“Our underwriting team works with our agents
to develop a commitment that incorporates all
the nuances of the parties’ commercial contract.”
Second, involve your underwriter as soon as
you accept a role in a commercial transaction.
Jahn-Grandin warns not to wait until the closing is
imminent. NATIC can work with agents during the
pre-closing and due diligence periods to be certain
all the details have been worked through and the
survey and required endorsements are in place in
time, thus ensuring a seamless closing.
According to Michael Waiwood, vice president and
senior underwriting counsel for commercial services
at NATIC, the third and most important thing to note
about commercial deals is agents must make
the necessary inquiry and investigation to
understand each particular transaction, so
they have an idea of what to expect.
“It is important for the agent to make contact with
underwriting counsel as early as possible to discuss
the proposed insureds’ title coverage requirements,
since many of the commercial endorsements, such
as zoning, utility access and those involving future
improvements, will require sufficient lead time to
review,” Waiwood said.
Commercial transactions are very factually-oriented
and require much more negotiation over affirmative
coverages and permitted Schedule B exceptions.
Agents deal primarily with attorneys – lenders
counsel and counsel for buyers and sellers – rather
than directly with the real estate broker or the
lender. Waiwood added that agents should expect to
issue updated commitments as the deal progresses,
as well as “pro-forma” policies and endorsements
prior to the closing, so that everyone is in agreement
as to what the final policies will be.
“It is not always as easy as it sounds, which is why it
is so important to have the assistance and support
of knowledgeable and experienced commercial
underwriting counsel,” he said. “Most residential,

single family or one-to-four family sales transactions
are pretty much the same. Not true in commercial.
They are all very fact intensive, with particular
coverages specifically tailored to fit the profile of the
particular transaction.”
NATIC works to provide a rapid underwriting
response, a service that is critical in commercial
deals, which are very fluid in that terms and
requirements change frequently. Jahn-Grandin said
the goal always is to close the deal and work to get
a “yes” response in what is sometimes a creative and
practical manner.
“Commercial transactions are never cookie cutter.
Each one is unique from the last so you can’t work
with a ‘one-size-fits-all underwriter,’” she said.
Andres San Jorge agrees and said NATIC is unique
in its attitude toward commercial transactions,
referring to the company as solution-oriented
in its philosophy. San Jorge is a Florida-licensed
attorney and serves as state agency manager for
Florida, focusing on commercial services. He said
NATIC’s commercial business is also distinct in that
it is run by real estate attorneys who have years of
development and deal-making experience behind
them.
“We’ve all been there before. We’ve all experienced
the ups and downs in the last 15 years in our own
practices, and now we’re applying that experience
to help guide our agents through their individual
transactions and through their bumps and bruises.
Bottom line, the deal must get done,” he said.
San Jorge said commercial deals commonly
present potential issues such as encroachments,
restrictions or easements. He noted that where some
underwriters might see these potential title hazards
or potential title concerns as deal-breakers, NATIC
is a little more progressive in its evaluation of risk,

offering solutions that protect NATIC as well as all
parties at the closing.
“We don’t automatically shut it off because it
doesn’t fit squarely within traditional underwriting
guidelines. We like to consider ourselves more
business-minded and we evaluate more on a caseby-case basis than simply just saying no,” he said.
San Jorge said NATIC’s financial strength also gives it
an edge for commercial transactions.
NATIC holds an A’ Prime Unsurpassed financial
strength rating from Demotech. According to
Demotech, regardless of the severity of a general
economic downturn or deterioration in the
insurance cycle, insurers earning an A’ Prime
Unsurpassed are expected to have positive surplus
regarding policyholders for 18 months from the
initial assignment of the rating.
In addition, Demotech assigned NATIC a Commercial
Real Estate Recommendation (CRER) of Strongly
Recommended. Title underwriters receiving the
CRER recommendation have adequate financial
resources of their own and significant in-house
capacity and expertise, or they have access to the
necessary resources because of their placement
of reinsurance coverage. NATIC is also rated B++
(Good) by A.M. Best Company.
“When it comes to commercial transactions, I think
having that financial strength is of the utmost
importance to our agents’ lender and developer
clients,” San Jorge said.
He noted NATIC is growing as a company and is
seeing an uptick in the commercial services business,
especially in the South and Central Florida markets,
and strong national markets such as California and
Texas. NATIC can help agents close their commercial
deals in 40 states. n
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Agents urged to
document procedures for
safeguarding funds

BEST PRACTICES

I

n the past two years, the American
Land Title Association’s (ALTA) Best
Practices have become more than
just guidelines for title agents and
settlement companies. Once thought of as
recommended procedures, the seven pillars
of this framework are now considered the
industry standard that every title agency and
settlement company is being held to.
Lenders are now on the lookout for
compliance with the Best Practices as they
continue to face increased scrutiny from
regulators who are holding them responsible
for their service providers. Underwriters
are also expecting their agents to maintain
written policies and procedures in line with
the seven pillars.
In conjunction with this, NATIC continues
to offer its agents educational tips on
complying with each pillar. Last month, our
Best Practices column in LookingNorth
focused on Pillar No. 1, Licensing. This
month, we are driving home the importance
of implementing the elements of Pillar No. 2,
Escrow Trust Accounts.

Document everything
In Part 2 of our recently aired Best Practices
Webinar Series, Kent Pelt, vice president,
regional underwriting counsel at NATIC,
compared having written procedures and
controls for escrow trust accounts to what is
expected in other professions.
“Before an airplane takes off, the pilot goes
through a checklist. The same protocol has
moved into the medical profession. I don’t
care how long we’ve been in the business, it’s
good to have something written down and
to follow those procedures,” he said.
ALTA’s Best Practice No. 2
states: Adopt and maintain appropriate
written procedures and controls for escrow
trust accounts allowing for electronic
verification of reconciliation.
“In my mind, this is a basic concept,” Pelt
said. “My formula goes as follows: Written
procedures + Evidence that written
procedures were followed = Proof of
compliance. And that’s in accordance with
state regulators and our friends at the CFPB.”

Segregate the funds
An important procedure within Pillar No.
2 is to ensure escrow funds or other funds
6

the company maintains under a fiduciary
duty to another are not commingled with
the company’s operating account, or an
employee or manager’s personal account.
Dick Reass, chief executive officer and
founder of Reliant Title and RynohLive,
said this includes closing funds, long-term
escrow funds and funds that you remit to
your underwriter. All these funds should be
separated from each other.
Another factor is to determine how the title
agent is going to pay himself or herself.
“I recommend highly that you cut yourself
an individual check,” Reass said. “I know that
some agents like to get around this by simply
doing what we call a book transfer.”
He added that transferring funds out of the
escrow account into the operating account
is OK as long as you can identify it by file.
For example, your proceeds from one file
may be $375, and you transfer that same
figure of $375 into your operating account.
He cautioned against transferring groups of
funds from different files at the same time.
“Where it gets a little gnarly is when you do a
group transfer, where you have the proceeds
from multiple files and then take one chunk
of money and move it over all at once. It’s
really hard then to determine which files the
money came from,” he noted.
According to Reass, in the event of an escrow
fund shortage in a particular file, an agent
should never transfer money back into the
escrow account because that raises red flags.
If a shortage occurs, he advised issuing an
operating check and annotating the check
that’s related to the specific file. The check is
then deposited into the escrow account and
becomes part of the transaction file.

Calculate trial balances
Another crucial element to Pillar No. 2 is to
ensure escrow trust accounts are prepared
with trial balances. A trial balance is a
listing of the funds held in each individual
transaction. ALTA recommends calculating
trial balances on at least a monthly basis;
however some industry professionals believe
it should be done daily.
In addition, it’s recommended to have
a file balance sheet that’s signed by the
processor, closer or escrow officer, reflecting
that the funds on deposit are available
for disbursement and that all planned

ALTA
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PILLAR NO. 2 - ESCROW TRUST ACCOUNTS

Best Practice: Adopt and maintain appropriate written procedures and controls for escrow trust accounts allowing for electronic verification
of reconciliation.

Purpose: Appropriate and effective escrow controls and staff training help title and settlement companies meet client and legal requirements
for the safeguarding of client funds. These procedures help ensure accuracy and minimize the exposure to loss of client funds. Settlement companies
may engage outside contractors to conduct segregation of trust accounting duties.
(Source: American Land Title Association’s Title Insurance and Settlement Company Best Practices)

disbursements equal out to a zero balance.

Reconcile accounts
ALTA recommends performing a reconciliation of
the receipts and disbursements of the escrow trust
account on at least a daily basis. And, on at least
a monthly basis, it is recommended to perform a
three-way reconciliation of the bank statement,
checkbook and trial balances.
“It’s like balancing your checkbook at the end of the
month with your bank. You’re looking at what you’ve
deposited into the bank and what has come out of
the bank. And then you’re looking for things that
you’ve said you’ve deposited but aren’t there. They’re
called deposits in transit. Those are red flags,” Reass
explained.
In addition to matching numbers from the three
sources, Reass said settlement agents need to ensure
the total deposits and total debits on the bank
statement match the total deposits and total debits
in the settlement software. Also, any stale checks
(outstanding for a period of time) should be flagged
and reviewed.
Results of the reconciliation should be shared with
management and accessible electronically to the

Do you have a Best Practices
implementation story?
We invite you to share
your story through our
Agent Exchange column by
emailing Kelly McCarel at
kmccarel@natic.com.

contracted underwriter. This step doesn’t imply
simply emailing the results or posting them on a
website.

“Electronically verifiable means the ability to see the
underlying data. When you’re electronically verifying
the numbers in the bank statement, you’re actually
looking into the data that’s held by the bank to make
sure all of the numbers square up,” Reass said.
Pillar No. 2 also recommends that a segregation
of employee duties is in place to help ensure
the reliability of the reconciliation, and that
reconciliations are conducted by someone other
than those with signing authority.
Pelt advised setting up protocols for handling
client funds. This would include authorizing certain
employees, setting appropriate authorization levels
and reviewing authorization at least annually.
“When somebody leaves or is terminated, you need
to remove them as approved signers. We all know
that money is a huge temptation. Only trusted,
vetted employees should be given access to client
funds,” he said.

Identify accounts
Proper identification of escrow or trust accounts is
essential. ALTA advises labeling “escrow” or “trust” on
all account-related documentation, including bank
statements, bank agreements, disbursement checks
and deposit tickets. This is helpful in the event of a
bank failure or government intervention.
“If you ever get cross wired with the government or
the IRS the funds in an escrow account are protected,”
Reass said.
While gathering documentation to prove compliance
with Pillar No. 2, a title or settlement company
should obtain copies of the banking agreement used

to open the escrow or trust account. Simply printing
“escrow account” on a check or labeling an account
in the settlement software as an escrow account is
insufficient.

Protect yourself
Using automated clearing house blocks, international
wire blocks, complex passwords, vetted third-party
reconciliation services such as RynohLive or PCN
Closings Secure Escrow are all ways agents can
protect themselves. Conducting audits, employee
background checks, employee training and collecting
only “good funds” are other safe protocols. Reass
advised having a stand-alone computer for banking
use only as a way to protect against malware and
other criminal intrusions. This computer should
not be connected into your network and should be
stripped of vulnerable software such as Java, Adobe
or Adobe Flash.
Using positive pay or reverse positive pay is highly
recommended as well. Positive pay is a line of
defense against check fraud. Reass said check fraud
is a $20 billion a year industry with over 1.2 million
fraudulent checks cashed every day. With positive
pay, when a check is presented to the bank for
payment, the bank compares the number on the
check, the date of the check and the dollar amount
of the check with a transmitted file from the agent
listing the issued checks that day. If all three items
match the agent’s listing, the bank processes the
check. If not, the bank will notify the agent to
determine next steps. n
For information pertaining to specific escrow
underwriter requirements, visit https://
agentlink.natic.com/Documents/
Bulletins and view NATIC National Title
Bulletin 2014-7 (April 14, 2014), “Preparing for a
Successful Audit.”
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CFPB UPDATE

WHAT IS THE CFPB TELLING HOMEBUYERS
ABOUT THE CLOSING?
View their closing checklist

I

n January, the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB) released a toolkit for consumers
called, Owning a Home, which is an
interactive suite of tools designed to inform and
empower consumers shopping for a mortgage. The
toolkit takes the consumer from the very start of the
home-buying process, with a guide to loan options,
terminology and costs, through to the closing with a
closing checklist.
The CFPB encourages consumers to take their time
at closing. In the toolkit, “Rushing the closing” is
listed as a consumer’s number one mistake to avoid.
“Closing on your home and mortgage is one of the
most important financial commitments you’ll ever
make. Take all the time you need,” the CFPB stated.
The checklist consists of a worksheet and steps
consumers can work through as they go through the
process of legally committing to the mortgage loan.
The CFPB advises consumers to do the following:

Before closing
Determine who will conduct the closing, where
to be and when. You can shop around for the
company of your choice.
Ask the person who will conduct your closing
what to expect, since the process varies by
state. Questions could include: What do I need
to bring to my closing? About how much will I
need to pay at closing? How do I pay? If I decide
to walk away at closing, will I still owe the seller
money?
Request your closing documents three days in
advance. (The current law is one business day
before closing. This will change to three days
Aug. 1 when the CFPB’s new mortgage rule is
effective. However, the CFPB is encouraging
consumers now to ask for the documents three
days in advance.)
Identify people you can call if you need help
during your closing, i.e., an attorney or trusted
friend.
Schedule time the day before your closing to
review documents.
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Compare your HUD-1 Settlement Statement to
your Good Faith Estimate (GFE).
Read the rest of your closing documents.
Arrange your payment for the amount due at
closing.



After closing


At closing






Bring the following things or people with you:
A cashier’s check or proof of wire transfer for
the exact amount of money you need to close;
your GFE and HUD-1; a trusted friend, advisor
or lawyer; your co-borrower or the person who
is co-signing your loan; your checkbook, in case
there are any last-minute changes; and your
driver’s license or ID.
Get answers to the following questions: How
will I pay my property taxes and homeowner’s
insurance; where will I send my monthly
payments; if I have Homeowner’s Association
dues, how do I pay; and who should I call if I
have questions after closing?
Take all the time you need. You have a right to
read and understand your closing documents,
no matter how long it takes.

Trust your gut. Don’t go forward until you feel
comfortable.












Save important documents, such as the HUD-1;
Truth in Lending Disclosure; Mortgage, Security
Instrument or Deed of Trust; Promissory Note;
Deed; or Right to Cancel (if it’s a refinance
transaction).
Change your address.
Revise your budget and plan for future
expenses.
Review your homeowner’s insurance: Does it
cover floods, earthquakes or other disasters;
could you get a discount for having smoke
alarms or if you get your car insurance with the
same company; and could you save money by
increasing your deductible?
Pay attention to changes in your monthly
payment and servicing charges.
Watch out for marketers. Give yourself a chance
to adjust to your new budget.
Act fast to avoid foreclosure if you are struggling
to make your payments. n
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ALTA REQUESTS CHANGES TO CONSUMER COMPLAINT PORTAL

T

he American Land Title Association (ALTA)
submitted a letter to the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) encouraging the
bureau to modify the type of information that
will be collected from companies for its consumer
complaint database.

of the company. Some of these “subsidiaries or
affiliates” may be outside of the purview of the CFPB
because they do not provide financial services.
“The bureau should modify its form to request

“ALTA supports the goals of the consumer complaint
database by enabling companies to resolve issues
quickly and efficiently,” said Michelle Korsmo,
ALTA’s chief executive officer. “ALTA believes the
portal may help businesses respond more quickly to
complaints by ensuring that all necessary software
and security protocols are already in place before a
complaint is even received.”
In December, the CFPB published a notice in the
Federal Register indicating it is developing a form
to allow companies to “proactively participate”
in its online portal for viewing and responding
to consumer complaints. According to the notice,
the CFPB’s Company Portal Boarding Form will
streamline the collection of information from
companies seeking to register to use the portal.
However, ALTA said the form requests a large
amount of information from companies that makes
it difficult to join the portal. As an example, the form
requires companies to submit the tax ID and state
business licenses for every “subsidiary or affiliate”

information only about business activities that
involve financial services to reduce the information
requested by the form and to make it easier for
companies to comply with the bureau’s information
request,” Korsmo said.

“The bureau should modify its
form to request information
only about business activities
that involve financial services
... to make it easier for
companies to comply with the
bureau’s information request.”
Michelle Korsmo
Chief Executive Officer
American Land Title Association
Additionally, ALTA wants the CFPB to clarify how it
plans to review consumer complaints and detail how
it plans to communicate with companies following
the submission of a complaint. n

how does The CfpB

defINe CoNsummATIoN?

Valerie Jahn-Grandin

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s (CFPB)
Integrated Mortgage Disclosure Forms Final Rule
requires that the Closing Disclosure be delivered to the
consumer three business days prior to consummation.

“Many times it is, but not always,” said Jahn-Grandin in
a NATIC webinar Jan. 8. “That’s something for agents to
pay attention to as they make sure adequate disclosure
was provided to the borrower.”

According to Valerie Jahn-Grandin, executive vice
president and chief underwriting counsel at NATIC,
consummation is the day the borrower becomes
contractually obligated on the loan, and that’s the day
the borrower signs the note. Jahn-Grandin said this
definition is set forth in the new rule and is also the
consensus in the industry.

Consummation is the critical day from which agents and
lenders work backwards to be certain that compliance
with the notice provisions have been accomplished.
Jahn-Grandin said she expects some debate around
when consummation occurs, and therefore guided
agents to adhere to the rule’s requirements. n

Is the day of consummation typically the same
day as the closing?

CFPB
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AGENTSPOTLIGHT
SPOTLIGHT

NETWORKING PLUS OPERATIONAL

EFFICIENCY IS WINNING FORMULA FOR
MICHIGAN TITLE AGENT
“They help to lower our E&O insurance. I save about
$8,000 a year, because I am not doing my own
disbursing,” she said.
Safe Escrow charges Michigan Investment Title an
all-inclusive per-file fee, which covers reconciling
accounts.

W

ith networking at her core and a
strong title background, NATIC agent
Erika Weichel turned an opportunity
into a successful business in less than
a year. How did she achieve this in such a short
period? Several factors played into the immediate
success of her title company, including community
involvement, family support, guidance from NATIC
and the decision to outsource her disbursement
process.

A good decision upfront
As the owner of Michigan Investment
Title in Romeo, Michigan, Weichel uses
Pennsylvania-based Safe Escrow as her
disbursement agent. That has led to substantial
savings in both time and money, allowing her the
freedom to concentrate on building her business
and client base. She has been using the company
since she opened her business in the summer of
2014.
“All of our funds get wired to them. They are
wonderful for small businesses. They certainly
help us stay compliant with the Best Practices and
procedures that lenders are going to require us to
abide by,” Weichel told LookingNorth.
Safe Escrow is a national, settlement funds
management company, specializing in servicing
smaller-sized agencies. Weichel said using the
company allows her to stay competitive with larger
agencies.
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“I don’t have to hire an accountant to do my
reconciliations at the end of the month. And when
NATIC comes out to audit, I don’t have to provide any
bank account information for them, because Safe
Escrow provides that for me,” she said.
Acting as her checks and balances, Safe Escrow
is essentially Weichel’s second set of eyes on the
disbursement of funds.
“There are rules about having checks and balances
in your funding department. So instead of having
to hire four or five employees to be in my funding
department, I have one employee and her assistant
that does the funding. Safe Escrow essentially takes
over and they’re the rest of my funding crew. It
works out well,” she said.
Safe Escrow also sends all of Michigan Investment
Title’s premiums directly to NATIC. “They provide
a lot of services for the fee. So it actually ends up
saving me money in the long run,” she noted.

Surpassing goals
Having worked in various title roles since 1997,
Weichel started her business with a five-year plan,
which she has since revised. Due to her extensive
network and community involvement, her business
thrived in the first six months, surpassing all of the
goals set forth in the plan.
“I’m a big believer in networking, and what
ended up really benefitting me was some of the
relationships I had,” she said. “In December, one of
my title contacts came to me because they were
closing. I was able to take on all of their business. I
exceeded my five-year goals in six months.”
Expanding her vision, Weichel said she is now
focusing on training. Because of the company’s
incredible growth, she has added six employees to

her once two-person staff, all of whom she intends
to cross-train in several areas.
Doing mostly residential transactions, Weichel is
also dedicated to client care and positioning her
company as investor-friendly. With most of her
business referral-based, she said service is key to
keeping clients coming back and making future
referrals.
“Whether they are new real estate agents, newer
investors or ‘for-sale-by owners,’ we really enjoy
taking care of our clients and helping them through
the whole process,” she said.
Servicing the tri-county area near Romeo, her
location has benefited her, being the only title
company in a 10-mile radius. She is considering a
second office location to handle her growth.

“I’m a big believer in networking...
In December, one of my title
contacts came to me because they
were closing. I was able to take
on all of their business. I exceeded
my five-year goals in six months.”
Erika Weichel
Owner
Michigan Investment Title
Weichel said she is hoping to create a long-time
family establishment with Michigan Investment
Title. Her sister, Jill Hill, serves as the company’s
manager, her husband works in information
technology and she hopes that one day her four
children will show interest.
“We’re all involved and we hope it’s a family
business. We hope we’re around long enough
where this is a place our kids might want to work,”
she said. n
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LET’S TALK TITLE

mAjor eveNTs IN

lANd TITle hIsTory
| BY MICHAEL HOLDEN

D

id you know that every generation has a
major historical event that it remembers so
vividly and identifies with so strongly, that
in many ways it can define that generation?

Think of the six living generations in American
society today.
Members of the Greatest Generation, born
between 1901 and 1925, often associate growing up
in the Great Depression or the attack on Pearl Harbor
on Dec. 7, 1941, as the most significant historical
events in their lives. Baby Boomers, born between
1945 and 1962, most often site the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy in 1963 or the moon
landing in 1969 as the most significant events in
their lives. Members of Generation X, those born
between 1963 and 1981, often cite the loss of the
Space Shuttle Challenger in 1986 or the fall of the
Berlin Wall in 1989 as the historical moments they
identify most closely with. Millennials (sometimes
called Generation Y), born between 1981 and 2000,
most often remember the death of Princess Diana
of Wales or the terrorist attacks of Sept. 11, 2001.
The other two groups, the Silent Generation
(born 1925 to 1945) and Generation Z (born after
2000), both have important events they associate
with as well.
So, if generations associate strongly with one or two
historical events, do land title professionals identify
or associate with particular events in land title
history? What would those historical events in land
title be?
Here are some important events
that made my list:

June 29, 1961
Chicago Title and Trust Co. acquires 80 percent of
the stock of Kansas City Title Insurance Co. This
was the first major merger or acquisition of a title
underwriter by another title underwriter. It paved
the landscape for the many mergers and acquisitions

to come. In 1990, there were over 100 title insurance
underwriters in the United States. In 2014, there
were less than 50 companies licensed and doing
business.

Bureau, mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act of 2010,
stands ready to implement a new settlement
disclosure form to be used in place of the HUD-1
Settlement Statement created by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.

Dec. 22, 1974

Perhaps these events are not as memorable for
the general public at large. But for land title
professionals, some of these events shaped
professional careers and created new business
opportunities.

President Gerald R. Ford signs into law the Real
Estate Settlement Procedures Act of 1974, ushering
in the federal regulation of mortgages and
settlements by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. Federal restrictions were then
put in place to prohibit kickbacks and unearned fees
in real estate settlements.

April 11, 1991
The Internal Revenue Service regulations governing
the rules for Section 1031 exchanges goes into effect,
making the deferral of capital gains taxes for the sale
of like kind property more efficient and accessible to
the general public.

Of course there are other changes to the land title
industry that people remember that may not have
a specific date associated with them. The first time
your office used email or a fax machine may be one.
Another memorable moment may be the first time
your office received electronic loan documents from
a lender.
Whatever your memorable historical moment in the
land title business, remember it, because as the past
tells us, it may only be once in a generation such an
event happens. n

May 20, 1997
Orange County, California, becomes the first
recording jurisdiction in the United States to
electronically record a document. There are more
than 3,000 recording jurisdictions in the United
States, and almost half of them offer some type of
electronic recording today.

Jan. 1, 2010
The Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s latest version of the HUD-1
Settlement Statement goes into effect, causing
a complete retooling of systems and business
practices in the land title settlement industry.

Aug. 1, 2015

Michael Holden is vice president, Field Operations for
North American Title Insurance Co. He can be reached
at mholden@natic.com. This article appeared in
Holden’s February “Ramblings of a Title Man” column.

“Study the past if
you would define
the future.”
Confucius, Chinese teacher,
editor, politician and philosopher
(551 BC - March 9, 479 BC)

The newly created Consumer Financial Protection
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Looking
Events at a Glance
March 18-20

March 29-April 1

April 16

American Land Title Association
Business Strategies Conference/Social Media Summit
Sheraton Philadelphia Downtown
Philadelphia, PA
www.alta.org

Mortgage Bankers Association
Technology in Mortgage Banking Conference & Expo
Hyatt Regency Orlando
Orlando, FL
www.mortgagebankers.org

American Land Title Association
RESPA-TILA Integration Forum
The Westin Arlington Gateway
Washington, D.C.
www.alta.org

March 22-23

April 9-11

April 16-18

Dixie Land Title Association
Midyear Meeting
Renaissance Montgomery Hotel & Spa
Montgomery, AL
www.dlta.net

Tennessee Land Title Association
Annual Meeting and Convention
Peabody Hotel
Memphis, TN
www.tnlta.org

Oklahoma Land Title Association
Annual Convention
Embassy Suites Hotel
Norman, OK
www.oklahomalandtitle.com

March 26

April 11-15

April 19-21

American Land Title Association
RESPA-TILA Integration Forum
Hyatt Regency McCormick Place
Chicago, IL
www.alta.org

National Association of Mortgage Brokers
Annual Legislative and Regulatory Conference
Hyatt Place Hotel
Washington, D.C.
www.namb.org

Louisiana Land Title Association
2015 Spring Conference
Grand Hotel Marriott Resort
Point Clear, AL
www.llta.org

March 28-31

April 16

April 20

National Association of Insurance Commissioners
2015 Spring Meeting
Sheraton Phoenix Downtown
Phoenix, AZ
www.naic.org

North American Title Insurance Co.
Business Health Series
2015 Midwest Agency Checkup
Columbus, OH
www.natic.com

Ohio Land Title Association
2015 Spring Seminar
Marriott Northwest
Dublin, Ohio
www.olta.org
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